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INSTALL A

Servicing the Venturi
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WARNING Removing the appliance jacket will expose 240V wiring and must
only be undertaken by a suitably qualified person.
Before removing jacket;
•Turn off power to the appliance and remove plug from wall socket.
•Turn off the water supply at isolation valve.
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Venturi replacement
To remove venturi
1. Disconnect suction line from tank at compression fitting (2).
2. Disconnect flexible hoses at venturi nipples (1). Note: A small amount of
water will drain from hoses so a container or rag to mop up the water is
required.
3. Remove the nipples from the appliance using spanner.
4. Venturi can now be removed from appliance.
To install venturi
1. The inlet fittings are sealed with orings, before fitting ensure the orings
are correctly fitted not twisted or cut.
2. Position the venturi in the appliance case and fit the inlet nipples to the
venturi to secure it in place. Tighten the inlet nipples firmly ensuring the
oring seals sit into the mating gland.
3. Connect compression fitting on the suction tube to the venturi.
4. Ensure filter is installed in inlet from mixer (nipple black hose is
connected to).
5. Screw the mixer's flexible hoses to the nipples ensuring the colour coded
hose match the correctly labelled nipple.
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ITEM DESCRIPTION
1

NIPPLE VENTURI

2

SUCTION FITTING

3

VENTRUI

4

FILTER BASKET
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NONRETURN
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ORING 018 EPDM
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FILTER BASKET

